A comparative FEM-study of tooth mobility using isotropic and anisotropic models of the periodontal ligament. Finite Element Method.
Orthodontic tooth movement is usually characterized by two centres: the centre of resistance and the centre of rotation. A literature survey shows that both centres vary to a significant extent in both clinical and computational experiments. This paper reports on studies upon five different hypothetical mechanical representations of the periodontal ligament (PDL) which plays the most significant role in tooth mobility. The first model considers the PDL as an isotropic and linear-elastic continuum without fibres; it also discusses some preliminary visco-elastic aspects. The next three models assume a nonlinear and anisotropic material composed of fibres only that are arranged in three different orientations, two hypothetical that have appeared previously in the literature and one more consistent with actual morphological data. The fifth model considers the PDL as an orthotropic material consisting of both a continuum and of fibres. Results were obtained by applying the Finite Element Method (FEM) on a maxillary central incisor. It was found that the isotropic linear-elastic PDL leads to occlusal positions of both centres in comparison with those obtained through the well-known Burstone's theoretical formula, while histological anisotropic fibres locate them apically and eccentrically.